
4 bedroom Villa for sale in Torrox, Málaga

Nestled just a 10-minute drive away from the beaches of Torrox Costa and El Morche, this idyllic finca presents a world
of natural wonder and breathtaking panoramas. With its sweeping views of the sea and verdant valley, this country
house is a sanctuary, resting on 5000 m2 of private land adorned with 135 fruit trees and 35 olive trees. Enjoy 100%
privacy in this peaceful haven, conveniently located 20 minutes from Nerja and Torre del Mar, and a mere 40 minutes
from the bustling city of Malaga. Originally built at the turn of the century and meticulously renovated by a renowned
German architect. With 4 bedrooms, 4 modern bathrooms, a jacuzzi, and a stunning indoor/outdoor swimming pool,
every aspect of this country house exudes sophistication. The proximity to popular seaside destinations like Nerja,
Torre del Mar, and Malaga ensures that entertainment and excitement are never far away. However, once you step
onto the finca, you'll be enveloped in an oasis of peace and serenity. The estate offers more than meets the eye,
including a spacious garage that could easily be transformed into a detached apartment, a bed and breakfast, or a
serene yoga retreat. Whether you seek a personal viewing or a virtual tour, we're delighted to showcase this dream
property. Because this is one-of-a-kind! Contact us today and start your journey to this extraordinary property.

  4 bedrooms   4 bathrooms   373m² Build size
  5,048m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   Parking : YES
  Furnished : Semi   Garden : Private   Swimming pool : Private
  Sun/facing : South   Wifi : Yes   Views : Yes
  A/C Heater : Yes   Private patio   Terrace/balcony
  Fireplace   Cable/Sat-tv   Steam/sauna
  Built-in kitchen

548,000€
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